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TITLE (PROVISIONAL) Dietary Patterns and Colorectal Cancer Recurrence and Survival 

AUTHORS Wang, Peizhong; Zhu, Yun; Wu, Hao; Savas, Sevtap; Woodrow, 
Jennifer; Wish, Tyler; Jin, Rong; Green, Roger; Woods, Michael; 
Roebothan, Barbara; Buehler, Sharon; Dicks, Elizabeth; Mclaughlin, 
John; Campbell, Patrick; Parfrey, Patrick 

 

VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Williams, Christina 
Duke University Medical Cente 
 
I have no conflicts of interest. 

REVIEW RETURNED 16-Nov-2012 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Comments: 

Title:  

1) The end of the title is a little misleading because BRAF 
mutation status does not stand out as a major focus of the 
paper, just another potential effect modifier.  The title of 
“Dietary Patterns and Colorectal Cancer Recurrence and 
Survival” is sufficient. 

Methods: 

2) For the 168 deceased patients, were their proxies 
household members? Otherwise, they may not have been 
able to accurately comment on the patients‟ dietary habits in 
the year before diagnosis. 

3) Indicate the timeframe following diagnosis that patients 
complete the questionnaires because the longer time from 
the point of reference (i.e. diagnosis) could also adversely 
affect recall? 

4) Provide the rationale for the 30% cut-point for MSI-High vs 
MSI-L/Stable. 

5) Indicate the method used to adjust for total energy intake. 
6) There was very little mention of if/how information on 

comorbidities and treatment modality were assessed and 
incorporated in the analyses, as treatment has a major 
impact on survival. It appears that only receipt of 
chemoradiation was considered, even though all stages of 
CRC are represented in the analyses. Might also want to 
consider exploratory analyses stratified by early-stage and 
late-stages.  

Results: 

7) Was effect modification by MSI status assessed? 
8) Brief mention of sensitivity analysis results is warranted, with 

indication of how „advanced‟ stage was defined. 
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Discussion: 

9) Some comment on the significance/impact of the differential 
findings for colon vs rectal cancer should be considered, as 
the ability to make this distinction is a strength of this study.  
 

 

Minor Comments: 

1) „wide‟ type should be replaced with „wild‟ type throughout the 
text/tables 

2) The factor loading of 0.54 for cruciferous veg should be bold 
b/c it‟s >0.50 

3) The asterisk in the tables appear to be for statistically 
significant estimates, but is not defined 

 

 

REVIEWER Adam Naguib  
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory  
USA 

REVIEW RETURNED 27-Nov-2012 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The manuscript entitled “Dietary Patterns and Colorectal Cancer 
Recurrence and Survival: Overall and by BRAF Mutation Status‟ 
analyses a relatively distinct Newfoundland population and attempts 
understand the relevance of dietary habits and colorectal cancer 
disease outcome. The authors analysed various factors including 
sex, BRAF mutation status and physical activity. The report is well 
written in excellent English, concise and clearly explained. A few 
minor amendments should be undertaken in order to improve the 
manuscript.  
 
Major points:  
In the discussion section of the manuscript, the authors mention 
their observed associations and try to summarise some of the 
published literature explaining a biochemical rationale for their 
findings, which is welcome. However, the authors made no effort to 
place their data into the context of other studies which have 
analysed BRAF mutations and dietary factors. It is understood that 
there is less data describing oncogenic BRAF and dietary 
associations than, for instance, oncogenic K-RAS or mutated APC. 
Furthermore, it is also understood (as clarified by the authors) that 
few studies analysed patient outcome (usually it is colorectal cancer 
incidence) relative to diet/BRAF mutation. However, at present, the 
study is poorly placed in the context of other available data and this 
is required. Furthermore, what other information is currently 
published describing other factors that the authors modeled (sex, 
physical activity…)?  
 
Minor points:  
Page 4, line 36: “prudent vegetable…pattern”- this description is a 
too ambiguous for up-front placement in the abstract. A clearer 
description, or at least defined description, is required here.  
 
Page 4, line 56: “death from any cause among patients with 
colorectal cancer” – this somewhat confusing; were non-cancer 
related deaths retained in the study cohort and used in the statistical 
analysis? This could probably be simplified in its current placement 
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as part of the abstract.  
 
Page 7, line 30: “However, the impact of dietary patterns on CRC 
survival remains largely unknown.” This comment doesn‟t really add 
anything and can be removed.  
 
Page 8, Subjects and Methods, Study Participants: In this 
description the authors describe the data collection using FFQs, 
PHQs and FHQs a short description of how the volunteers were 
instructed on how to complete these documents is necessary. Was a 
dietician ever available; was a nurse available to help with 
understanding the PHQ etc.?  
 
Page 10, line12: The authors describe that newspapers were used 
to help define study outcomes. This is an interesting concept; a 
small amount of elaboration would be useful.  
 
Page 21, Table 3: Interestingly, the first to second interquartile 
range, and the highest quarter of the study participants in the 
„processed meat pattern‟ diet have an increased risk of colonic 
cancer, although the second to third interquartile range does not. 
This is an interesting observation: perhaps a statistical quirk or 
outlier meant that this observation has manifested? The authors 
should discuss this. 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer_W1  

Title: 1) The end of the title is a little misleading because BRAF mutation status does not stand out as 

a major focus of the paper, just another potential effect modifier. The title of “Dietary Patterns and 

Colorectal Cancer Recurrence and Survival” is sufficient.  

 

Author_W1: Thank you. The title has been changed as you suggested.  

 

Reviewer_W2  

Methods: 2) For the 168 deceased patients, were their proxies household members? Otherwise, they 

may not have been able to accurately comment on the patients‟ dietary habits in the year before 

diagnosis.  

 

Author_W2: Yes, the proxies were their household members. Additional clarifications were provided in 

the revised manuscript.  

“If patients died before they could give consent, a close relative/proxy, who has lived with the patient, 

was invited to participate.” (p6)  

 

Reviewer_W3  

3) Indicate the timeframe following diagnosis that patients complete the questionnaires because the 

longer time from the point of reference (i.e. diagnosis) could also adversely affect recall?  

 

Author_W3: We agree with the reviewer that the longer time from the point of reference could 

adversely affect recall. In this study, the median time from date of diagnosis to date of consent was 

1.8 years, and this has been provided in the revised manuscript.  

“the median time from date of diagnosis to date of consent was 1.8 years,”(p6)  

 

Reviewer_W4  

4) Provide the rationale for the 30% cut-point for MSI-High vs MSI-L/Stable.  
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Auother_W4: 30% is used as the cut-off point by many previous studies and we have added a 

reference, in which using 30% as cut-off point is explained. We hope this is acceptable.  

 

Reviewer_W5  

5) Indicate the method used to adjust for total energy intake.  

 

Authors_W5: We thank the reviewer for pointing this out. In this study, we used a standard approach 

to control for confounding by total energy intake by including total energy intake in the model along 

with the factors of interest. This has been provided in the revised manuscript:  

“All models were run with the adjustment for total energy intake by including total calories in the 

model.”(p10)  

 

Reviewer_W6  

6) There was very little mention of if/how information on comorbidities and treatment modality were 

assessed and incorporated in the analyses, as treatment has a major impact on survival. It appears 

that only receipt of chemoradiation was considered, even though all stages of CRC are represented in 

the analyses. Might also want to consider exploratory analyses stratified by early-stage and late-

stages.  

 

Authors_W6: Information on comorbidities (e.g., diabetes) and treatment modality were first assessed 

by the log-rank test in a univariate setting; those with the p-value less than 0.1 were considered for 

inclusion. Only items that entered the models at p<0.1 or altered the effect estimates by 10% or more 

were retained in the final models. This has been described in the method section.  

We thank the reviewer for the specific suggestions. Actually, we have repeated analyses stratified by 

early-stage and late-stages; however, the p-values for heterogeneity were not statistically significant 

between strata of stage for both DFS and OS. Thus, the stratified results by stage were not shown in 

the manuscript.  

 

Reviewer_W7  

Results: 7) Was effect modification by MSI status assessed?  

 

Author_W7: Yes, it has been assessed, but the interaction is not significant.  

We have revised this part in the paper:  

“In the stratified analyses for dietary patterns, there was evidence for effect modification by sex 

(p=0.04) for the association of processed meat pattern with DFS (HR: 3.85 for women and 1.22 for 

men) (Table 4). However, no evidence was observed to suggest that the effects of other dietary 

patterns on cancer recurrence or death were modified by physical activity, BRAF mutation status and 

MSI (data not shown).” (p12)  

 

Reviewer_W8  

8) Brief mention of sensitivity analysis results is warranted, with indication of how „advanced‟ stage 

was defined.  

 

Author_W8: We agree with the reviewer. As a result, brief mention of sensitivity analysis results has 

been added:  

“In the sensitivity analysis, when advanced-stage patients who died before admittance were excluded, 

the association between processed meat pattern and survival among CRC patients remained 

significant.”(p12)  

 

Reviewer_W9  

Discussion: 9) Some comment on the significance/impact of the differential findings for colon vs rectal 
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cancer should be considered, as the ability to make this distinction is a strength of this study.  

 

Author_W9: We agree with the reviewer. Brief comment on the differential findings by subsite was 

therefore added:  

“We found that high conformity with the processed meat pattern, characterized by …, is associated 

with decreased DFS of CRC, specifically of colon cancer. The differential associations by subsite 

indicate disease heterogeneity.”(p13)  

 

Minor Comments:  

Reviewer_W10  

1) „wide‟ type should be replaced with „wild‟ type throughout the text/tables  

 

Author_W10: We thank the reviewers for pointing this out. This has been corrected  

 

Reviewer_W11  

2) The factor loading of 0.54 for cruciferous veg should be bold b/c it‟s >0.50  

 

Author_11: We have made this change in the revised manuscript.  

 

Reviewer_W12  

3) The asterisk in the tables appears to be for statistically significant estimates, but is not defined  

 

Author_W12: We have deleted all the asterisks.  

 

 

Reviewer: Adam Naguib  

Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory  

USA  

 

Reviewer_N1  

Major points:  

In the discussion section of the manuscript, the authors mention their observed associations and try to 

summarise some of the published literature explaining a biochemical rationale for their findings, which 

is welcome. However, the authors made no effort to place their data into the context of other studies 

which have analysed BRAF mutations and dietary factors. It is understood that there is less data 

describing oncogenic BRAF and dietary associations than, for instance, oncogenic K-RAS or mutated 

APC. Furthermore, it is also understood (as clarified by the authors) that few studies analysed patient 

outcome (usually it is colorectal cancer incidence) relative to diet/BRAF mutation. However, at 

present, the study is poorly placed in the context of other available data and this is required. 

Furthermore, what other information is currently published describing other factors that the authors 

modeled (sex, physical activity…)?  

 

Author_N1: Thank you for this point. The focus of BRAF mutation in this study is merely to assess 

whether it can modify the impact of dietary patterns on CRC survival, which is not a main point; thus, 

we did not use many words on this issue. Nevertheless, we added one sentence to explain its impact 

on CRC survival:  

“BRAF mutation is found to be significantly associated with poor CRC survival;42 however, whether it 

is can modify the impacts of dietary factors on CRC survival is not known.” (p14).  

We tried to use information from other literature to explain why sex can modify the effect of dietary 

patterns on CRC survival. However, due to the words limit, we did not further explain on other non-

significant interactions (e.g., physical activity and MSI)  
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Minor points:  

Reviewer_N2  

Page 4, line 36: “prudent vegetable…pattern”- this description is a too ambiguous for up-front 

placement in the abstract. A clearer description, or at least defined description, is required here.  

 

Author_N2: We understand the reviewer‟s comments. These two patterns are explained in detail in 

the body part of this paper. Though we understand it would be better to provide a simple description, 

due to the 250 words limit of the abstract, it is very difficult to describe both in the abstract part. We 

hope this is acceptable.  

 

Reviewer_N3  

Page 4, line 56: “death from any cause among patients with colorectal cancer” – this somewhat 

confusing; were non-cancer related deaths retained in the study cohort and used in the statistical 

analysis? This could probably be simplified in its current placement as part of the abstract.  

 

Author_N3: Adherence to processed meat pattern is inversely related to both disease-free survival 

and overall survival, we think it is fine to just say “death”; therefore, we changed the conclusion into:  

“The processed meat dietary pattern prior to diagnosis is associated with higher risk of tumor 

recurrence, metastasis, and death among patients with colorectal cancer.” (p4)  

 

Reviewer_N4  

Page 7, line 30: “However, the impact of dietary patterns on CRC survival remains largely unknown.” 

This comment doesn‟t really add anything and can be removed.  

 

Author_N4: Thank you. This sentence has been deleted as suggested  

 

Review_N5:  

Page 8, Subjects and Methods, Study Participants: In this description the authors describe the data 

collection using FFQs, PHQs and FHQs a short description of how the volunteers were instructed on 

how to complete these documents is necessary. Was a dietician ever available; was a nurse available 

to help with understanding the PHQ etc.?  

 

Authors_N5: The FFQ, PHQ, and FHQ were self-administered and were sent to participants by mail. 

Subjects were provided with a toll-free telephone number as a way to contact study staff if they had 

questions regarding any of the items on questionnaire or procedures required for the study. In certain 

circumstances, a telephone interview or assistance was offered, especially when illiteracy or physical 

disability was a concern.  

We agree with the reviewer thus a short description has been added:  

“All questionnaires were self-completed. Assistance from study staff was available to help with 

understanding items on the questionnaires.”(p6)  

 

Reviewer_N6  

Page 10, line12: The authors describe that newspapers were used to help define study outcomes. 

This is an interesting concept; a small amount of elaboration would be useful.  

 

Author_N6: We thank the reviewer for this suggestion; this has been added to the revised manuscript.  

“Study outcomes were ascertained from follow-up questionnaires, local newspapers (e.g.,death 

notices), death certificates, autopsy, pathology, radiology, surgical reports, as well as physician's 

notes.”(p8)  

 

Reviewer_N7  

Page 21, Table 3: Interestingly, the first to second interquartile range, and the highest quarter of the 
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study participants in the „processed meat pattern‟ diet have an increased risk of colonic cancer, 

although the second to third interquartile range does not. This is an interesting observation: perhaps a 

statistical quirk or outlier meant that this observation has manifested? The authors should discuss this  

 

Authors_N7: The observation might be caused by several reasons, since this comparison was made 

to assess the impact of process meat pattern on overall survival, which is defined as the time from 

diagnosis to death from all causes. Because, the focus of this study is to grasp the overall association 

between dietary pattern and CRC survival, and we also have already input quite a lot of information, 

we did not go to a very detailed description. 

 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Christina Williams, PhD  
Program Specialist  
Durham VA Medical Center  
USA  
 
The views expressed in this review do not necessarily reflect the 
position or policy of the Department of Veterans Affairs.  
 
I have no conflicts of interest. 

REVIEW RETURNED 18-Dec-2012 

 

- The reviewer completed the checklist but made no further comments. 
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